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Abstract

& Everyone perseverates at one time or another, repeating
previous behaviors when they are no longer appropriate. Such
perseveration often occurs in situations with working memory
demands, and the ability to overcome perseveration has been
linked to brain regions critical for working memory. Many
theories thus explain perseveration in terms of working mem-
ory deficits. However, perseveration also occurs in situations
without apparent working memory demands, in which the
visible environment specifies appropriate behavior. Such
findings appear to challenge working memory accounts of
perseveration. To evaluate this challenge, a neural network
model of a working memory account of perseveration was
tested on tasks with visible solutions. With advances in the

mechanisms that support working memory, networks became
increasingly able to attend to relevant information in the
environment. These developments led to improvements in
performance on tasks with visible solutions, paralleling the
developmental progression observed in infants. The simula-
tions demonstrate how mechanisms of working memory can
subserve perseveration and success on tasks with and without
obvious memory demands. In both types of tasks, controlled
processing occurs through the activation of task-relevant
representations, which provide top–down biasing of other
processing pathways. More generally, the simulations demon-
strate how common mechanisms can support working mem-
ory and attention. &

INTRODUCTION

An essential aspect of human cognition is the ability to
behave flexibly, or adapt actions to changing environ-
mental demands. However, under certain circumstances,
infants, children, and adults are unable to behave flex-
ibly and instead perseverate, repeating prepotent or
habitual behaviors when they are no longer applicable
(e.g., Morton & Munakata, 2002b; Zelazo, Frye, & Rapus,
1996; Dunbar & Sussman, 1995; Gerstadt, Hong, &
Diamond, 1994; Lhermitte, 1986; Diamond, 1985; Stuss
& Benson, 1984; Milner, 1963; Piaget, 1954). For exam-
ple, after infants search for a hidden toy, they then often
perseverate, searching the same hiding location even
after seeing the toy hidden in a new location (making
the A-not-B error, Diamond, 1985; Piaget, 1954). Three-
year-olds can sort cards according to their color or
shape, but they tend to perseverate with whatever
sorting rule they used first, even after being asked to
sort the cards according to a new rule (Zelazo et al.,
1996). Similar profiles of perseveration are observed
across adults with brain damage (e.g., Stuss & Benson,
1984; Milner, 1963), neurologically intact adults (Dunbar

& Sussman, 1995), and other species (e.g., Diamond &
Goldman-Rakic, 1989).

Such perseveration may result at least in part from
limitations in working memory for currently relevant
information (O’Reilly, Braver, & Cohen, 1999; Munakata,
1998; Roberts & Pennington, 1996; Cohen & Servan-
Schreiber, 1992; Goldman-Rakic, 1987; Diamond, 1985).
In all of these situations, one must remember the infor-
mation specifying the correct response (e.g., the hidden
toy’s location, or the current rule for sorting cards). In
addition, perseveration increases when working memory
is taxed, as in dual-task conditions (Dunbar & Sussman,
1995). Moreover, the prefrontal cortex (PFC), which is
critical for working memory (e.g., Braver et al., 1997;
Miller, Erickson, & Desimone, 1996), is strongly im-
plicated in overcoming perseveration (Casey, 2001; Bell
& Fox, 1992; Diamond & Goldman-Rakic, 1989; Milner,
1963). Thus, task analyses and behavioral and brain evi-
dence converge on the idea that working memory limi-
tations contribute to perseveration.

However, perseveration also occurs in situations with-
out apparent memory demands, in which the environ-
ment specifies the appropriate behavior (Berger, 2004;
Aguiar & Baillargeon, 2000; Hauser, 1999; Hood, Hauser,
Anderson, & Santos, 1999; Lockman & Pick, 1984;
Diamond, 1981). For example, when faced with 2 cloths—
one with a distant toy on it and one with a toy behind it
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(Figure 1A, A trial)—infants pull the cloth with the toy
on it. If the cloths are switched so that the cloth that was
to the infants’ left is now to the infants’ right (Figure 1A,
B trial), infants perseverate, continuing to pull the cloth
on the same side as before although it does not yield the
toy (Aguiar & Baillargeon, 2000). Such behaviors are not
limited to infants, or to humans. Tamarin monkeys
perseverate in a similar cloth-pulling task, by incorrectly
pulling a cloth with a large piece of food next to it
(which does not yield the food) rather than a cloth with

a small piece of food on it (Hauser, 1999). Adults may
similarly perseverate under circumstances without ap-
parent memory demands, for example, reaching back to
the usual location for an object (such as a remote
control), even when it is visibly not there. Such behav-
iors seem to challenge the widely held view that working
memory deficits play a large role in perseveration.

In theory however, the same mechanisms that sup-
port working memory could play a role in such situa-
tions, by guiding attention appropriately to relevant
information in the environment. Common mechanisms
appear to support working memory for nonvisible stim-
uli and attention to visible stimuli (Oh & Kim, 2004;
Woodman & Luck, 2004; Curtis & D’Esposito, 2003; Engle,
2002; De Fockert, Rees, Frith, & Lavie, 2001; Kastner
& Ungerleider, 2001; Miller & Cohen, 2001; Chafee &
Goldman-Rakic, 2000; Desimone & Duncan, 1995; Fuster,
Bauer, & Jervey, 1985). For example, the same neurons
in PFC that participate in working memory appear to
bias activity in posterior neurons toward relevant stim-
uli in the environment (Chafee & Goldman-Rakic, 2000;
Desimone & Duncan, 1995; Fuster et al., 1985). In addi-
tion, visual search tasks (which require attention to
visible stimuli) interfere with spatial working memory
tasks and vice versa (Oh & Kim, 2004; Woodman &
Luck, 2004). Increasing working memory load in hu-
mans leads to more processing of irrelevant stimuli and
to increased neural activity in brain regions for the
irrelevant stimuli (De Fockert et al., 2001). This suggests
that mechanisms supporting working memory direct
attention to relevant stimuli, and limitations in these
mechanisms lead to greater intrusion of irrelevant stim-
uli. Thus, even when the visible environment specifies
appropriate behaviors, the same mechanisms that sup-
port working memory may serve to guide attention to
relevant information in the environment in the face of
prepotent responses. Limitations in these mechanisms
could lead one to fall back on habitual or prepotent
responses, and improvements in these mechanisms
could support correct responses. In theory then, the
same mechanisms that support working memory could
play a role in perseveration with both visible and non-
visible solutions.

To investigate this possibility, we tested a neural
network model of a working memory account of per-
severation (Morton & Munakata, 2002a; Munakata, 1998;
Cohen & Servan-Schreiber, 1992; Cohen, Dunbar, &
McClelland, 1990) on tasks with fully visible solutions.
In the model, working memory takes the form of
sustained activations of processing units, corresponding
to the continued firing of neurons in PFC. These sus-
tained activations are supported by self-excitatory recur-
rent connections, which can be modified to simulate
changes in working memory. Such working memory
representations support task-relevant information and
can contribute to controlled processing through the
top–down activation of other processing pathways. Pre-

Figure 1. A and B trials in toy-unattached (A) and toy-attached (B)
versions of the cloth-pulling task (Aguiar & Baillargeon, 2000). On A

trials, infants pull the towel with the toy on it. On B trials, infants reach

perseveratively to the prior location, although the correct towel is
specified by the visible environment. Reprinted from Aguiar and

Baillargeon (2000), with permission from Elsevier.
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potent responses are subserved by strong connection
weights between processing units, which bias the net-
work toward certain representations and behaviors.
Variants of this model have simulated perseveration on
a number of tasks, including the A-not-B (Munakata,
1998) and card-sorting (Morton & Munakata, 2002a)
tasks described above.1 Success on such tasks requires
remembering information that was presented but is no
longer available, such as the location of a toy that was
presented and then hidden or the rule for sorting cards
that was presented transiently. Perseveration results
when the connection weights supporting prepotent
responses are stronger than the working memory rep-
resentations of currently relevant information. Flexible
behavior results when working memory representations
are stronger than prepotent connection weights, allow-
ing controlled processing through top–down activation
of task-relevant information.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The model (Figure 2) was tested with 2 versions of the
cloth-pulling task described above, in which the solu-
tion is fully visible (Aguiar & Baillargeon, 2000). In the
‘‘toy-attached’’ version, one cloth has a toy attached to
it and another cloth has a toy behind it (Figure 1B).
Seven-month-olds perseverate in this toy-attached con-
dition when the toy and cloth locations are switched,
whereas 9-month-olds succeed. In the ‘‘toy-unattached’’
condition, one cloth has a toy on (but not attached to)
it and another cloth has a toy behind it (Figure 1A).
Nine-month-olds perseverate in this version, whereas
11-month-olds succeed. The tasks were presented to
the model as patterns of activity that specified the rel-
evant information for determining an appropriate re-
sponse, so that success did not require remembering
information that was no longer available. The model,
like infants, thus faced a task without apparent memory
demands. To assess potential contributions of working
memory mechanisms to tasks with visible solutions, the
model was tested at different ‘‘ages,’’ that is, with dif-
ferent strengths of recurrent connections supporting
sustained activations. This single manipulation in the
present model was the same manipulation that sub-
served increased working memory in prior models, on
tasks that required working memory for where a toy
was hidden (Munakata, 1998) or for what rule was pre-
sented for sorting cards (Morton & Munakata, 2002a).

Percent Correct Response

With changes to recurrent connections alone, the model
simulated the developmental progression observed in
infants from 7 to 11 months on these tasks with fully
visible solutions (Figure 3). Networks succeeded on A
trials at each age tested. On B trials, the youngest net-

works perseverated in both the toy-attached and toy-
unattached conditions. Older networks succeeded in
the toy-attached condition but perseverated in the toy-
unattached condition. Finally, networks that were even
older succeeded in both the toy-attached and toy-unat-
tached conditions. How did changes to recurrent con-
nections alone lead to this developmental progression?

Networks at all ages succeeded on A trials because of
the greater input activation associated with the correct
side (the correct side had 3 or 4 units activated whereas
the incorrect side had only 2 units activated). Through

Figure 2. Neural network model of working memory account of

perseveration, with sequence of inputs corresponding to one trial in a

towel-pulling task: The model was composed of input, hidden, PFC,
and output layers. Separate input layers represented information about

the left and right sides of the environment. ‘‘On’’ and ‘‘attached’’

information was included because infants clearly perceive this
information and use it to guide their reaching, as evidenced by their

behavior on the cloth-pulling tasks as well as other tasks (Diamond,

Churchland, Cruess, & Kirkham, 1999). Connectivity included an initial

bias (shown with thicker connection lines) to accurately encode the
location of various aspects of the display, so that the hidden, PFC,

and output layers could represent and respond to the location of

a toy on a cloth preferentially over a toy behind a cloth. These

connections changed via a Hebbian learning rule, which increases the
strength of connections between units that are simultaneously active.

Inhibitory connections within layers supported competition between

representations. Excitatory recurrent connections at the PFC layer

(shown with curved arrows) supported sustained activations of these
units. These recurrent connections were manipulated to simulate

changes in working memory mechanisms.
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feedforward weights, the greater input activity on the A
side led the A hidden, PFC, and output units to win the
competition for activation over the B units, resulting in
correct performance on the A trials. Further, with each
successful A trial, the weights connecting the A units
were strengthened, laying down a bias for networks to
respond to the A location.

During the B trials, greater input activation was again
associated with the correct (B) side. However, this input
had to compete with the bias to the A location. With
lower recurrent weights, the networks’ representation of
the B location in the PFC layer was not strong enough to
compete with the bias in the A input-to-hidden and
hidden-to-output weights; thus, networks reached to the
A location. Higher recurrent weights served to amplify
the networks’ representation of the B location in the
PFC layer. This representation of task-relevant informa-
tion provided top–down activation of the B location
in the hidden layer, resulting in this representation
winning out over the bias to A and leading to correct
performance. In this way, the same manipulation that
improved working memory in prior simulations im-
proved performance on these tasks without apparent
memory demands, by guiding attention to relevant in-
formation in the environment. Thus, greater activation
of task-relevant representations can improve controlled

processing, both for information that is present and
must be attended to (as in tasks with visible solutions,
such as this towel-pulling task) and for information that
is absent and must be remembered (as in the A-not-B
and card-sorting tasks).

Why did networks succeed on the B trials in the toy-
attached condition before the toy-unattached condition?
The strength of the networks’ representations of the
correct location increased both with age and with
increases in the input activity for that location. On B
trials, the toy-attached condition had greater input
activity for the B location during the presentation phase
(4 units activated) than in the toy-unattached condition
(3 units activated). This greater input activity increased
the networks’ representation of the correct location,
increasing its ability to compete with a bias for the A
location, leading to earlier success in the toy-attached
condition.

This neural network account corresponds to the
following explanation of infants’ behavior. Seven-, 9-,
and 11-month-old infants have a basic understanding
that pulling a cloth with a toy on it will allow them to
retrieve the toy, and as a result, a toy supported by a
cloth is more prominent or salient to them than a toy
behind a cloth. This greater salience allows infants to
actively represent, attend to, and retrieve the toy on A
trials, with repeated trials strengthening infants’ bias for
this side. On B trials, the toy supported by the cloth is
again more salient than the toy behind the cloth, allow-
ing infants to attend to these stimuli. However, now
attention to the B side must compete with a bias toward
the A side. Younger infants have a limited ability to
attend to the B side in the face of the strong bias toward
A, for the same reasons they have limited working
memory abilities; they cannot strongly activate task-
relevant representations. For older infants, the more
developed mechanisms that support their greater work-
ing memory abilities also support greater attention to B;
they can strongly activate task-relevant representations,
allowing controlled processing through top–down acti-
vation of other processing pathways. Infants succeed on
different versions of the cloth-pulling task at different
ages because of the differential salience between the
sides. In the toy-attached condition, the correct and
incorrect cloths differ in 2 important features (the toy
is both on and attached to the correct cloth) and this
helps infants attend to the correct side in the face of a
bias toward the incorrect side. The difference is less
salient in the toy-unattached condition, because the
correct and incorrect cloths differ in only one feature.
As a result, infants cannot attend as readily to the correct
side in the face of a bias toward the incorrect side in the
toy-unattached condition and require stronger abilities
to amplify their representations to direct their attention
to the correct side.

This account may also explain behavior in another
variant of the cloth-pulling task, the ‘‘gap’’ task, in which

Figure 3. Percent correct and reaction time results from networks
at different ‘‘ages’’ (with different strengths of recurrent connections

supporting sustained activations), on A trials (shown for just the

toy-attached condition, with similar results in the toy-unattached

condition) and B trials. Networks showed the developmental
progression observed in infants. Changes in recurrent connections

alone allowed networks to progress from perseverating to succeeding

on B trials, first in the toy-attached and then in the toy-unattached
condition. Thus, performance improved through the same changes

that increased working memory abilities in prior models, despite the

lack of apparent memory demands in these tasks. Reaction times were

slowest around the transitions from perseverating to succeeding.
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one of the cloths is actually 2 cloths separated in the
middle by a gap (Figure 4, Aguiar & Baillargeon, 2000).
Eleven-month-old infants succeed on A trials but per-
severate on B trials. In the model, the gap condition
could be represented with lower input activation on the
‘‘cloth’’ unit for the cloth with a gap in the middle, with
the stimuli on both sides activating the ‘‘toy’’ and ‘‘on’’
units (Figure 5). Networks could succeed on A trials
because of the correct side’s greater input activation.
However, on B trials, the slight difference in input
activations might not overcome the bias built up toward
A, unless there were very strong abilities to support
attention to the correct location. That is, the less sa-
lient the difference between the correct and incorrect
cloths, the stronger the abilities required to direct at-
tention to the correct side on B trials.2

Reaction Time

On B trials in both the toy-attached and toy-unattached
conditions, the model produced a developmental in-
verted U-shaped reaction time curve, in the number of
processing cycles required before networks settled on
a stable response (Figure 3). Networks settled more
quickly when they were (a) relatively young and per-
severating and (b) relatively old and succeeding. In
contrast, networks responded relatively slowly during
transitional ages, before and after first success. These
differences in reaction time resulted from differences in
the degree of competition between the PFC represen- tation for the current location of the cloth supporting

the toy and the bias for the old location. Specifically, the
more imbalanced this competition, the faster the com-
petition was resolved and the faster the reach. These
results suggest that infants should be fastest on B trials
when they are either really perseverating or really suc-
ceeding (i.e., when they are far from the transition pe-
riod from perseveration to success), and they should be
slowest in the transition period.

Conclusions

This neural network model of a working memory ac-
count of perseveration simulated infants’ developmental
progression on tasks without apparent memory de-
mands. With weak recurrent connections in the PFC
layer (the same manipulation that led to weak working
memory abilities in prior models), networks tended to
repeat inappropriate prior behaviors even when the
visible environment specified alternate appropriate be-
haviors. With increases in these recurrent connections
(the same manipulation that led to increased working
memory abilities in prior models), networks became
increasingly able to attend to relevant information in
the environment to overcome their perseverative tend-
encies. Thus, this model demonstrates how the same
mechanisms may support flexible behaviors in situations
with nonvisible solutions (Morton & Munakata, 2002a;

Figure 4. A and B trials in the gap version of the cloth-pulling task

(Aguiar & Baillargeon, 2000): Cloths on both the left and right side

support toys; however, one of the cloths is actually 2 cloths separated
in the middle by a gap. Reprinted from Aguiar and Baillargeon (2000),

with permission from Elsevier.

Figure 5. Input representations for B trials in the toy-attached,
toy-unattached, and Gap conditions. In each condition, the correct

response (on the right) has more input activity than the incorrect

response (on the left). These differences in input activity would allow

the network to succeed at all ages on preceding A trials (not shown).
However, B trials require an ability to direct attention to the correct

side, in the face of a bias to respond to the previous location. Because

differences in input activity between the correct and incorrect sides
decrease across the conditions as ordered, networks would require

increasingly strong activation abilities to direct attention to the correct

side across conditions.
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Munakata, 1998; Cohen & Servan-Schreiber, 1992; Cohen
et al., 1990) and visible solutions. Greater activation of
task-relevant information supports working memory
for nonvisible information and attention to visible infor-
mation, both of which contribute to controlled process-
ing. In this way, behaviors that appear to challenge the
role of working memory mechanisms in perseveration
may instead be quite compatible with working memory
accounts.

Note that although we refer to PFC in general through-
out the article, different areas within PFC may be spe-
cialized for different functions (e.g., Petrides, 2000) or
for variations of a common function (Dias, Robbins, &
Roberts, 1997; Goldman-Rakic, 1996). Thus, PFC should
not be viewed as a unified entity. However, the points
demonstrated in this article can apply across specializa-
tions within PFC. That is, regardless of where various
functions are localized within PFC, the same mecha-
nisms of activation of task-relevant representations and
top–down biasing may subserve working memory and
attention. Perseveration in the absence of working mem-
ory demands does not require a separate mechanism to
be posited.

Other theories may also accommodate perseveration
on tasks without apparent memory demands. For exam-
ple, such perseveration might also reflect inhibitory
deficits (Kirkham, Cruess, & Diamond, 2003) or the
‘‘miscategorization’’ of new tasks as old, leading to the
repeating of previous solutions (Aguiar & Baillargeon,
2000). Such accounts could be instantiated and tested in
computational models (e.g., by simulating development
via increases in the strength of inhibitory, bottom–up, or
top–down connections) and might lead to competing
predictions about reaction times (e.g., that infants
should respond quickly as long as they are perseverat-
ing). We focused on working memory accounts given
the apparent challenge to such accounts from persever-
ation on tasks without apparent memory demands.
These simulations provide an existence proof that this
challenge is more apparent than real; changes in the
same mechanisms that support working memory can
improve performance on tasks with visible solutions, by
supporting attention to relevant information in the
environment.

Perseveration in the face of visible solutions is not the
only apparent challenge to working memory accounts of
f lexible behavior. When individuals perseverate, they
sometimes show dissociations in their behavior, indicat-
ing through other measures that they seem to know
what they should be doing instead. For example, in the
A-not-B task, infants occasionally look correctly to the
new B hiding location while reaching perseveratively
back to the old A location (Hofstadter & Reznick, 1996;
Diamond, 1985; Piaget, 1954). Perhaps even more com-
pelling, children can correctly answer questions about
the new rule they should be using in sorting cards (such
as where trucks should go in the shape game), even as

they perseverate in sorting cards according to the
previous rule (e.g., by color; Zelazo et al., 1996). Simi-
larly, patients with frontal lobe damage occasionally
report that they know they are (incorrectly) using the
previous rule and can even state the rule they should be
using instead (Milner, 1963). Neurologically intact adults
show similar dissociations (Morton & Munakata, in prep-
aration). Such dissociations may suggest that working
memory for task-relevant information cannot be the sole
problem in perseveration.

However, memory can be graded in nature, so that
individuals may succeed on one measure of memory
without ruling out a role for memory limitations in
their perseveration. For example, limited working mem-
ory for a new rule may be sufficient for tasks that do
not involve conflict, but insufficient for tasks that in-
volve conflict. Sorting a card (e.g., a red truck) according
to a new rule (e.g., shape) requires resolving the con-
flict between the new rule and the previous rule (color).
In contrast, answering a standard verbal query about the
new rule (e.g., ‘‘Where do the trucks go in the shape
game?’’) does not involve conflict. Neural network
models have demonstrated how stronger working mem-
ory for a new rule is required for tasks with greater
conflict (Morton & Munakata, 2002a). This analysis
correctly predicted that children should perseverate
when conflict is introduced into verbal queries (e.g.,
‘‘Where do the red trucks go in the color game?’’)
(Munakata & Yerys, 2001; see also Morton & Munakata,
2002b). In addition, neural network models have dem-
onstrated how stronger working memory for a hidden
toy is required for behaviors with less frequent up-
dating, such as reaching versus looking measures in
the A-not-B task (Munakata, 1998). Thus, individuals
may perseverate because of working memory limita-
tions despite succeeding on some measures of memory.

In summary, the current model demonstrates how the
same developments that decrease perseveration in tasks
with obvious working memory demands can also de-
crease perseveration in tasks without obvious working
memory demands. These findings provide a computa-
tional perspective on how common mechanisms may
support working memory for nonvisible stimuli and
attention to visible stimuli. In addition, the model’s
reaction time predictions provide a clear direction for
further research to evaluate the role of working memory
mechanisms in flexible behavior.

METHODS

Neural Network

Each input layer contained 4 units corresponding to a
toy, a cloth, the toy’s placement on the cloth, and the
toy’s attachment to the cloth. Lateral inhibitory connec-
tions within the PFC, hidden, and output layers, pro-
duced competition between units within layers.
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The activation of units was determined using 2 pri-
mary equations, designed to capture electrophysiologi-
cal properties of neurons (O’Reilly & Munakata, 2000).
One equation computed the membrane potential of a
unit as a function of its excitatory and inhibitory inputs:

Vmðt þ 1Þ ¼ VmðtÞ � dtvm½ geðtÞ�geðVmðtÞ � EeÞ
þ giðtÞ�giðVmðtÞ � EiÞ þ glðtÞ�glðVmðtÞ � ElÞ�

ð1Þ

where dtvm is a time constant, set to 0.05, slowing the
potential change and capturing the corresponding
slowing of this change in a neuron, primarily as a result
of the capacitance of the cell membrane. Units settled
for 200 processing steps, sufficient for reaching equilib-
rium potential, expressed as:

Vm ¼ ge
�ge Ee þ gi

�gi Ei þ gl
�gl El

ge
�ge þ gi

�gi þ gl
�gl

ð2Þ

A second equation converted the membrane potential
into an activation value using a thresholded sigmoidal
function:

aj ¼
�½Vm � u�þ

�½Vm � u�þ þ 1
ð3Þ

A small amount of Gaussian noise (variance 0.0001)
was added to the membrane potential to allow varia-
tion in performance across the 50 networks tested.
Network activations were cleared between trials to re-
flect the behavioral activities and associated processes
occurring between trials (e.g., as infants played with re-
trieved toys).

Connections between units were adjusted according
to a Hebbian learning rule:

�wij ¼ >ajðai � wijÞ ð4Þ

where > is the learning rate, set to 0.025 as in earlier
simulations with this working memory model (Morton &
Munakata, 2002a; Munakata, 1998). Feedforward con-
nections to the PFC units learned at a much slower rate
(1% the learning rate of other connections), such that
the PFC part of the model was less susceptible to bias
than the rest of the system. Other models have used
such a reduced learning rate in the prefrontal system to
allow it to overcome perseverative tendencies (Morton
& Munakata, 2002a; O’Reilly, Noelle, Braver, & Cohen,
2002). This computational work thus provides one
hypothesis about mechanisms in PFC that could aid in
its specialization in supporting flexible behavior.

The network’s initial connectivity included a bias to
respond appropriately to location information. Input
units and their corresponding hidden and PFC units
had connections of 0.6, as did corresponding PFC,
hidden, and output units. Connections between non-
corresponding units (e.g., the left input units and the B

hidden unit; the B hidden unit and the A output unit)
were 1% the strength of those between corresponding
units. Inhibitory connections within hidden, PFC, and out-
put layers, which prevented runaway activity, were 0.6.

Stimuli

The model was presented with stimuli representing the
toy-attached and toy-unattached conditions of the cloth-
pulling task. Each condition consisted of 2 A trials and
1 B trial, reflecting the number of test trials in the
behavioral studies (Aguiar & Baillargeon, 2000).3 On A
trials, the cloth supporting the toy was at one location
(A) and on the B trial, the cloth supporting the toy was
at the other location (B).

Each trial consisted of segments (Figure 2), cor-
responding to segments in the behavioral studies: the
presentation of the toys and cloths at the A and B
locations, a screen period in which reaching was pre-
vented (simulating a brief period in behavioral studies
when a screen was placed between infants and the
cloths to prevent immediate reaching to the most
recently fixated toy-cloth pairing), and a choice period
when the cloths and toys were again visible. The screen
stimulus might appear to create memory demands given
that stimuli are not visible during this period; however,
the relevant information about which toy was on its
towel was presented again in the Choice period (the
point where the model was tested). On each trial, the
Presentation, Screen, and Choice inputs were presented
for 2, 1, and 5 time steps, respectively (designed to
capture the time period for each of these phases of a
trial). Relevant input units were activated to 1 for the
Presentation and Choice inputs, and to 0 for the Screen
input. The network response on each trial was measured
when it was first allowed to reach (the first time step in
the Choice input), with a stable response assessed when
the activation level of an output unit exceeded 0.5. The
number of processing cycles to reach the stable re-
sponse was divided by 5 to scale to infant reaction times.
This scaling factor is arbitrary; the substantive finding is
the overall pattern of increased reactions times around
the transitions from perseveration to success.

Measures

The model was tested with different strengths of the
recurrent excitatory connections at the PFC layer. Per-
formance was evaluated with 2 measures: percent cor-
rect response and reaction time. The network’s percent
correct response was computed as the activation of the
appropriate output unit divided by the sum of activation
over both output units (e.g., on A trials, A/[A + B]).
Reaction time was computed as the number of process-
ing cycles required to settle on a stable response, to
assess predictions from the model. Performance was
averaged across 50 different networks.
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Notes

1. In some models, the working memory component has
been referred to as ‘‘active’’ memory, distinguished from
‘‘latent’’ memory in the connection weights. Active memory is
viewed as one component of working memory.
2. We have discussed 2 manipulations to affect the activation
associated with a given stimulus: the activation of additional
units (e.g., the ‘‘on’’ and ‘‘attached’’ units in our model) and
the differential activation of shared units (e.g., the ‘‘cloth’’ unit
in the proposed Gap condition model). Either or both of these
could subserve perceptual sensitivity to differences in visual
displays. For example, although our model implements the
activation of additional units, this could also be simulated with
differential activity of shared units. In addition, the current
model simply reflects the perceptual sensitivities infants bring
to the task. A different model might explore how infants’
perceptual sensitivities emerge and why they emerge in the
order they do.
3. The behavioral studies also included pretest trials, in which
infants were presented with a single cloth supporting a toy.
Only infants who retrieved the toy on pretest trials (demon-
strating a basic understanding of the cloth-pulling task)
proceeded to test. Because the network had a basic under-
standing of the cloth-pulling task built in via its initial weights,
it was unnecessary to test the network with pretest trials. In
addition, infants in the behavioral studies received repeated A
trials until they succeeded on 2 consecutive A trials. Thus, the 2
A trials presented to the networks reflected infants’ experience
immediately preceding the B trial.
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